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Laser-excited intershell rotation of finite Coulomb clusters in a dusty plasma
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Institut für Experimentelle und Angewandte Physik, Christian-Albrechts-Universita¨t Kiel, 24098 Kiel, Germany
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Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

~Received 8 November 1999!

The dynamical stability of finite two-dimensional clusters of charged micrometer sized particles is studied
experimentally in a dusty plasma, where the particles experience a screened interaction. For clusters containing
19 and 20 particles the intershell rotation barrier height is measured quantitatively by applying a well defined
torque on the clusters’ outer shell by the radiation pressure of two opposing laser beams. Moreover, a complex
behavior is found for the 19-particle cluster where structural transitions occur together with the intershell
rotation showing that the presence of shielding can basically change the least stable modes in finite clusters.
The measured crystal properties have been compared with Monte Carlo simulations. Quantitative agreement is
found when nonideal effects are taken into account.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Finite Coulomb clusters are two-dimensional~2D! sys-
tems of a small number of charged particles confined by
external field. Such cluster configurations have already b
analyzed in line with Thomson’s classical atom model1 and
since then have been a topic of theoretical studies with
spect to particle ordering, phase transitions, eigenmodes,
energy spectra~see, e.g., Refs. 2,3!.

Experimentally, Coulomb clusters have been successf
realized in systems with electrons on a liquid helium surfa4

and in quantum dots,5 or, using macroscopic particles, i
colloidal suspensions.6,7 Recently, Coulomb clusters o
charged micrometer sized particles were studied in du
plasmas by Juanet al.,8 who investigated the structure o
clusters with up to several hundred particles.

Since the first observations of Coulomb crystallization
these systems,9–12 dusty plasmas have been shown to
ideal strongly coupled systems bridging the fields of plas
physics and condensed matter. In those experiments,
cally, micrometer sized monodisperse~plastic! particles, the
‘‘dust’’ particles, are immersed into a gaseous plasma d
charge where the particles become charged by the contin
inflow of plasma electrons and ions. In general, the partic
attain a high negative equilibrium charge~of the order of 104

elementary charges! due to the much higher velocities of th
electrons. The particles are then trapped in the space ch
sheath above a lower flat horizontal electrode, where str
electric fields prevail that levitate the negative charg
against gravity, quite similarly to Millikan’s historic oil drop
experiment. Here, however, the electric field is spatially
homogeneous due to the presence of the free plasma cha
and thus a quite strong vertical confining potential for t
particles is formed, forcing the particles to arrange the
selves in a horizontal layer. In the horizontal plane the p
ticles are usually confined by ring-shaped disturbances of
sheath electric field.

The dust particles are efficiently held at room temperat
by friction with the ambient neutral gas~the fraction of at-
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~12!/8404~7!/$15.00
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oms split into electrons and ions forming the plasma is v
small!. Due to the high particle charges Coulomb crysta
zation is possible even at room temperature with the parti
arranged in ordered structures, the so called plasma cry

Whereas the plasma crystals that form in du
plasmas9–12 consist of many (104 to 105) particles, recently
experiments on finite Coulomb clusters have been report8

Actually, plasma crystals9,10,12 can be considered as Cou
lomb clusters, too. The difference between them is the n
statistical number of particles of the finite Coulomb clus
and the importance of the cluster boundary conditions gi
by the particle confining fields.

Recent experiments have shown that dust particle mo
can be effectively excited and manipulated by means o
focused laser beam.13–17 Here, we present experiments o
the dynamical stability of these finite clusters. From theor
ical studies3 intershell rotation, which is the differential ro
tation of two neighboring concentric rings of the cluster,
predicted to be the least stable mode in finite clusters up
aboutN550 particles. In the experiment, the intershell ro
tion is directly excited by two opposing laser beams wh
apply a well defined torque on the cluster. From the react
of the cluster to this torque the stability of these clusters
be deduced.

II. FINITE COULOMB CLUSTERS

Finite Coulomb clusters consist of two-dimensional a
rangements ofN charged particles confined in a potenti
well. The physics of these finite clusters has been wid
discussed in the literature,2,3,18 so here only a short descrip
tion of the main properties will be given.

In dusty plasmas, the electrostatic interaction between
dust particles can be assumed to be of Debye-Hu¨ckel
~Yukawa! type, which was verified by recent experiments
dust lattice waves13,14 and direct collisions of dust grains.19

The repulsive potential between two particlesi , j is thus
given by
8404 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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F~r i j !5
Q

4pe0r i j
expS 2

r i j

lD
D , ~1!

whereQ is the particle charge andlD the screening length
rW i5(xi ,yi) and r i j 5urW i2rW j u. It is usually assumed that th
particles~of massm) are confined in a parabolic horizont
potential well with the eigenfrequencyv0,

V~rW i !5
mv0

2

2
~xi

21yi
2!. ~2!

Then the total energy of the cluster withN particles is

Etotal5(
i 51

N

V~rW i !1(
j , i

N

QFr i , j . ~3!

A natural unit of energy in these finite clusters is2

E05A3 F S Q2

4pe0
D 2 mv0

2

2
.

The force acting on a single particlei then simply reads

FW i52¹W Etotal

5FW p~rW i !1 (
j 51, j Þ i

N

FW c~rW i2rW j !

52mv0
2rW i1

Q2

4pe0
(

j 51, j Þ i

N
rW i2rW j

r i j
3

expS 2
r i j

lD
D S 11

r i j

lD
D .

~4!

The finite Coulomb clusters are arranged in a struct
that minimizes the total energy of the system given by E
~3!. A Mendeleev table of the cluster structures was p
sented for pure Coulomb interaction~i.e., lD→`) in Ref. 2
and for shielded interaction in Refs. 20 and 18. It was fou
that, for smallN,50, the particles are arranged in ringlik
shells due to the axial symmetry of the confining potentia

From further studies2,3 the type of motion with the lowes
excitation energy in a finite cluster is predicted to be int
shell rotation, where two neighboring shells differentially r
tate with respect to each other. The threshold for excita
of this mode, however, dramatically depends on the part
numberN ~and the associated cluster structure!. An outstand-
ing example for the numberN dependence of the intershe
rotation is given by the pair ofN519 with one particle in the
center, 6 in the inner shell, and 12 in the outer shell~1,6,12!
and N520 (1,7,12) particles~see also Fig. 1!. Here the
highly symmetrically arrangedN519 cluster is extremely
stable against intershell rotation~which, however, still is the
least stable mode!, whereasN520 (1,7,12) is found to be
extremely unstable.3 The reason for the difference in the st
bility threshold is believed to lie in the sixfold symmetry o
the N519 cluster and the completely broken symmetry
N520.

This experimental study is mainly restricted to the inve
tigation of clusters with two rings with or without an add
tional central particle, which are dynamically equivale
since the central particle carries no angular momentum
e
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two-ring structure is established betweenN59 (2,7) andN
521 (1,7,13). Special attention is paid to theN519,20 con-
figurations mentioned above.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experiments are performed in a radio-frequency d
charge between two large horizontal electrodes~of 17 cm
diameter! at 13.56 MHz in helium at gas pressures rangi
from 15 to 30 Pa. The upper electrode is realized
a grounded grid to ensure observation of the dust p
icles from the top, while the lower one is powered at abo
9–12 W and a rf voltage of 35Vpp (Vpp is the peak-to-peak
voltage!. The dust grains used in the experiment are mo
disperse spherical plastic particles ofd5(9.4760.3) mm di-
ameter and of massm56.73310213 kg. The particles are
injected by a dust dropper above the upper electrode.
dust dropper is a dust particle container with an extrem
small hole (300mm diameter! in the bottom. By weakly
shaking the dropper from outside particles fall through
hole, which allows the injection of a small number of du
particles only. The particles are trapped in a horizontal pla
in the sheath boundary above the lower electrode, where
electric field forceQE(z0) balances the force of gravitatio
mg (z denotes the vertical height of the particles above
electrode!. With the spatially inhomogeneous electric fie
E(z)5E(z0)1E8(z2z0) this results in a very strongverti-
cal confinement potentialV(z)5QE8(z2z0)2/2. The grains
are illuminated by a horizontally expanded sheet of He
laser light ~at 632 nm! and the scattered light is recorde
with a charge-coupled device~CCD! video camera from the
top ~see Fig. 2!.

To create a parabolic potential wellV(r ) to confine the
particleshorizontally, a metal plate of 5 cm diameter with
spherical trough of 2 mm depth and 15 cm radius of cur
ture is placed on top of the lower electrode~see Fig. 3!. The
electrostatic equipotential lines in the sheath are assume
follow this trough, providing the horizontal confinement.

To excite the intershell rotation in a cluster, the beam o
laser diode at 690 nm wavelength is focused on one or
particles in the outer ring. The laser light is then reflect
and focused again on the outer ring, but on the opposite s
The radiation pressure of the beam therefore generat

FIG. 1. CCD camera snapshots of theN519 (1,6,12) and
(1,7,11), 20, and 22 clusters in the plasma sheath.
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8406 PRB 61KLINDWORTH, MELZER, PIEL, AND SCHWEIGERT
symmetric pair of forces that exerts a torque on the outer
of the cluster, leading to the rotation of the outer ring. T
strength of the torque can be changed by varying the la
power. The inner ring is then found rotating under the infl
ence of forces due to the intershell rotation barrier and
opposing friction with the neutral gas. For observation of
cluster with the CCD camera the light of the torque lase
suppressed by an interference filter tuned to pass the illu
nating HeNe laser light. For further analysis the video
quences of several minutes are digitized by a frame-grab
card and processed by a PC.

IV. RESULTS

A. Dust and plasma parameters

The dust particle charge is measured by thevertical oscil-
lation resonance method.12,21 There, vertical oscillations o
the trapped particles in the vertical potential wellV(z) are
excited by modulating a low-frequency~between 1 and 100
Hz! sinusoidal voltage onto the rf voltage. From the vertic
resonance frequencyv res, the dust charge can be derive
from

V~z!5 1
2 QE8~z2z0!25 1

2 mv res
2 ~z2z0!2.

The dust charge is determined asQ512 100e at the plasma
conditions mostly used~9 W, 21 Pa!.

The eigenfrequencyv0 of thehorizontalconfinement po-
tential V(r ) due to the curved electrode is determined in
similar way by exciting horizontal oscillations of one or se
eral particles by a periodic voltage applied to a tungsten w
in the plasma sheath close to the particles.22–25 From the
resonance curve for the oscillations the horizontal eigen
quency is determined asv052p31.3 s21. From the width
of the resonance the dust–neutral gas friction coefficien

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the experimental setup.

FIG. 3. The effective forces and fields balancing the dust p
ticles in the plasma space charge sheath.
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measured asn55.5 s21, which is in good agreement with
the theoretical Epstein coefficient.

Knowing Q and v0, the screening lengthlD can be
evaluated from the measured particle positionsrW i in the clus-
ters. Therefore, the forces on the particles are summed
that value oflD that minimizes the residual sumu( i 51

N FW i u
@according to Eq.~4!# is taken as the shielding length. Figu
4 shows the residual forces of two particle constellations a
function oflD . The value oflD5900 mm is in good agree-
ment with previous work22,13 and results in a screenin
strengthk5a/lD51.1 with an average particle distancea
51000mm. With the eigenfrequency of the horizontal co
finement potential, the charge of the particles, and
screening length, the energies in the cluster can be evalu

When a torque is applied to a shell-structured clus
there is a difference in angular velocity between the la
driven outer shell and the inner shell, which is slowed do
by gas friction. The force that the outer shell exerts on
inner shell can be determined from an analysis of the t
rotation velocities and the particles’ radial and angular co
dinates. Finally, the height of the intershell energy barr
can be estimated.

B. Clusters without laser torque

First, experiments on the finite clusters without las
torque will be investigated with regard to their stability. Th
particle arrangement in these clusters coincides with the
oretical predictions of Ref. 2 and the experimental obser
tions of Ref. 8. However, for theN519 cluster the first
~meta!stable configuration~1,7,11! was also frequently ob-
served~see Fig. 1!.

Without laser drive the clusters rotate very slowly as
whole, presumably due to a weak gas flow in the discha
The relative motion between the dust grains depends on
number of particles in the cluster. Figure 5 shows typi
particle trajectories forN519, 20, and 22 particles, respe
tively. In the left column, the trajectories of all particles for
duration of 220 s are presented, demonstrating the rotatio
the entire cluster. In the right column the relative motion
the particles is shown, by subtracting the overall cluster
tation, taking one of the particles as the reference frame~this
can be identified by its trajectory appearing as a radial l

r-

FIG. 4. Sum of all forces onN516 andN520 clusters as a
function of the screening length~normalized to the potential forces!.
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only!. This analysis shows that the 19-particle cluster ma
tains its highly ordered hexagonal structure and the clu
indeed rotates as a whole. Only weak displacements from
ideal particle positions are observed.

In comparison, the 20-particle cluster shows a decoup
of the outer and inner rings. This becomes evident from
fact that the relative positions in the inner ring, in which t
reference particle is chosen in Fig. 5~d!, are preserved
whereas the outer ring rotates with respect to the inner o
This kind of motion is interpreted as an intershell rotatio
The intershell rotation of two rigid ring systems becom
more evident when, in the same analysis, the reference
ticle is chosen in the outer ring@Fig. 5~e!#, where now the
inner ring rotates with respect to the stationary outer o
Moreover, a more complex, vortexlike cluster excitation b
comes visible, where one particle changes from the inne
the outer shell, pushing another one from the outer to
inner shell. In contrast to this behavior, the 22-particle cl
ter does not show ordering within individual rings. It is go
erned by a mixture of intra- and intershell oscillations a
many radial particle exchanges.

The distinct differences between the behavior of 19- a
20-particle clusters will be the focus of the following inve
tigations.

C. Clusters under laser torque

In this section the behavior of the finite clusters forN
519 andN520 is described when the intershell rotation
intentionally excited by applying a laser torque.

Figure 6 compares the relative angular velocityDw/Dt
between outer and inner shell for a 19- and a 20-part
cluster as a function of applied laser power~i.e., laser
torque!. At low laser torque the relative velocity in the clu
ters is essentially zero. The clusters rotate as a solid st
ture. With increasing laser torque the intershell rotat
speed increases. It is seen that the intershell rotation is m

FIG. 5. Dust particle trajectories over 220 s for~a! 19, ~c! 20,
and~f! 22 particles without laser excitation.~b!, ~d!, ~e!, and~g! are
the trajectories corrected for the cluster rotation.
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easier to excite for theN520 particle cluster than forN
519. It should be noted that, for theN519 cluster, the curve
reflects not only the intershell rotation but also structu
changes, which are described below.

The temporal behavior of the two clusters will now b
investigated in more detail. Figure 7 shows the angular
sition u of all N519 ~a! andN520 ~b! particles as a func-
tion of time under almost the same laser torque. The slop
u vs t is, of course, the angular velocity of a particle. Curv
with identical behavior belong to particles of the same sh
In addition, the number of particles in the inner shell is a
given.

TheN520 cluster@Fig. 7~b!# shows a strong difference in
the angular speed of the outer ring~with the larger slope!
compared to that of the inner ring, which rotates much m
slowly. The rotation speed of the outer ring is very close
constant. For the inner ring a slight modulation of the ro
tion speed is observable, which hints at some small non
ality in the cluster. The total angular difference betwe
outer and inner ring amounts to about 31 rad, which me
that the outer ring exhibits approximately 5 complete rev
lutions with respect to the inner ring. Finally, the number
particles in the inner shell~and thus in the outer shell, too! is
constant atN157.

FIG. 6. Average angular velocity difference]w/]t of outer and
inner shell versus laser power forN519 andN520 clusters.

FIG. 7. Relative angular position of the particles in the clus
and number of particlesN1 of the inner shell for~a! 19 particles and
~b! 20 particles.
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8408 PRB 61KLINDWORTH, MELZER, PIEL, AND SCHWEIGERT
The N519 cluster@Fig. 7~a!# shows a more complex be
havior. First, one should note that the structure of the clu
is changing between~1,6,12! and ~1,7,11!, as seen from the
behavior ofN1 over time. From the angular position as
function of time one can identify two regimes. In the first,
particles move with the same velocity~same slope for all
particles! which corresponds to a rotation of the cluster a
whole. In the second regime, the particles of the inner r
show constant angular positions, which means that the in
ring comes to a halt, whereas the outer ring is still rotati
Comparing the structural information and the angular po
tions, it is found that the cluster is always rotating as a wh
when it is in the hexagonal~1,6,12! structure, whereas inter
shell rotation is only observed for the~1,7,11! structure.

The two alternating constellations of theN519 cluster
are investigated in more detail in Sec. V.

D. The intershell interaction energy barrier

From these experiments the intershell rotation energy
be derived and compared with theoretical predictions. The
fore the equation of motion of the dust particles in the clus
has to be analyzed. The particles in the cluster are arran
in two rings of radiusR1,2 with N1,2 particles of massm in
each ring~as mentioned above, the central particle carries
angular momentum and can thus be neglected!. The moment
of inertia of ringn then simply is

I n5mNnRn
2 .

Then one finds the following equation of motion for the i
ner ring:

I 1

]2u1

]t2
5

]U

]w
2nI 1

]u1

]t
, ~5!

where the second term on the right-hand side describes
damping by the neutral gas. A possible approximation of
potential energy of intershell interaction is3

U5
1

2
U!F12cosS 2p

w

w!
D G . ~6!

HereU! is the barrier height,w! describes the periodicity o
the the intershell barrier, andw5u22u1, whereu1,2 denote
the angular positions of the two rings.

In the case of a constantw, which means no intershe
rotation, Eq.~5! reduces to the simpler form

nI 1

]u1

]t
5U!

p

w!
sinS 2p

w

w!
D , ~7!

from whichU! can easily be calculated. We can estimate
intershell barrier from the following values:n55.5 s21 at 21
Pa. From the simulations~described in Sec. V! w! is found to
be 2p/12 for a cluster with 12 particles in the outer ring a
]u1 /]t is determined from the experimental curve in F
8~a!. A constant angular position differencew, realized by a
weak laser beam, is needed for the calculation. Figure~a!
shows the angular motion analysis for anN520 particle
cluster with a constant value ofw5(5.961.6)°. Most of the
time the cluster rotates as a whole, but there are two ev
when the shells decouple and intershell rotation occurs. T
er
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finding ensures that the applied torque is high enough
drive the cluster to the transition from complete cluster ro
tion to intershell rotation. The results forU! are plotted in
Fig. 8~b!. For the first half of the sequence shown, where
intershell rotation occurs,U! hardly varies and the averag
U!50.52310218 J51.931022E0 can be taken as the ba
rier height. In the second half,U! fluctuates strongly, be-
cause of the two events of differential rotation. It should
noted here that the experimental value for the intershell
tation barrier is orders of magnitude larger than that p
dicted for an idealN520 cluster with Coulomb interaction.3

The very small theoretical value is based on the ideality
the polygonal structure of the cluster rings. As demonstra
below, nonidealities can modify the intershell barrier dr
matically.

The determination of the intershell rotation barrier heig
for the N519 (1,6,12) cluster cannot be performed
the same way since, before intershell rotation occu
the structure of the cluster changes. It is therefore only p
sible to give a minimum value for the intershell barri
U!. From a similar procedure the intershell rotation barr
for the N519 cluster is found to beU!.0.88310218

J53.231022E0. The theoretical value for pure Coulomb in
teraction isU!53.1431022E0, for comparison.3 Obviously,
the influence of nonidealities is much smaller for theN
519 cluster due to the high symmetry of the cluster str
ture.

V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

In this section, the structural transition of theN519 clus-
ter and the intershell rotation barrier will be analyzed
Monte Carlo~MC! simulations under the experimental co
ditions. The parameters for the simulation, like partic
charge, shielding length, and confining potential, were ta
from the experiment.

First, the energy barrier for the structural (1,6,1
→(1,7,11) transition is analyzed. In order to do so, one p
ticle is kept at a fixed position in the simulation and the oth

FIG. 8. Relative angular position for 20 particles with we
laser drive~a! and calculated intershell rotation barrier height~b!.
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particles are left free to adjust their positions. The fixed p
ticle is then moved radially outward. For each radial posit
the cluster energy is averaged over 105 MC steps after
43105 MC steps for equilibration. During the simulation
is ensured that the inner ring contains 6 particles with
counting the fixed particle. Figure 9 shows the total ene
of theN519 cluster as a function of the radial position of t
fixed particle for the shielded case (lD5900 mm) and, for
comparison, the Coulomb case (lD→`). There are three
local minima~labeled 1, 2, and 3! that can be assigned to th
three stable configurations of theN519 cluster.

When the fixed particle is close to the inner minimum~1!
the cluster is in the~1,7,11! structure, since 6 additional pa
ticles are in the inner shell. When the fixed particle is in o
of the outer minima~2 or 3!, the cluster is in the~1,6,12!
structure. As the~1,6,12! cluster has a strongly hexagon
ordered structure, the outer ring is a sixfold polygon,
though it contains 12 particles. That means that the fi
particle can represent either an edge of the outer hexa
~assigned to minimum 3! or the center of a side of the hexa
gon ~minimum 2!, resulting in an alternating radial coord
nate ~see thumbnail plots in Fig. 9!. This explains the two

FIG. 9. Simulated total energyEtotal5EC1Ep for a screened~a!
and a pure Coulomb system~b! versus radial position of the fixed
particle.
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branches of simulated energies at large radius in Fig. 9.
absolute energies calculated from the simulations are in
cellent agreement with the experimental data, as well as
the total, potential, and Coulomb energy.

According to the depth of the potential wells, in the Co
lomb case@Fig. 9~b!# the ~1,6,12! structure is preferred
while in the shielded case@Fig. 9~a!# the ~1,7,11! arrange-
ment is more stable. A similar behavior was found recen
in Ref. 18. In the shielded case, the two energy levels di
by about 4310219 J51.4531022E0. They are separated b
an energy barrier ofDE51.2310218 J54.431022E0. So
the ~1,6,12! cluster needs an energy ofDE to make a transi-
tion to the~1,7,11! cluster.

In the second step, the energy barrier height of the in
shell rotation is calculated forN520 and N519 in the
~1,6,12! and ~1,7,11! structures with shielding~see Fig. 10!.
The following procedure has been used in calculating
intershell rotation barrier. After equilibration of the who
system all particles of the inner shell are fixed. Then
angular position of one particle in the outer ring is fixed, to
and rotated around the inner shell, thereby calculating
energy for each angular position of the outer particle. T
procedure phenomenologically accounts for the fact that
the experiment, the shells are not perfect due to small dif
ences in dust size and dust charge. A fixed inner shell m
then account for the experimental nonideality. The results
this simulation are listed in Table I.

With fixed core, it is found that the intershell rotatio
barrier of the sixfold~1,6,12! clusterU!56.031022E0 with
shielding is about a factor of 2 larger than for the Coulom
caseU!53.231022E0 ~which is very close to the case o
the ideal cluster3 with U!53.1431022E0). The barriers for
the ~1,7,11! and~1,7,12! clusters with their broken symmetr
are smaller by about factors of 3 to 5 with respect to
~1,6,12! structure, but orders of magnitude larger than for t
theoretical Coulomb caseU!(1,7,12)52.01310211E0.3

From the simulation the barrier is found to be periodic
2p/N2, where N2 is the number of particles in the oute
shell. This value has been used in the experimental dete
nation of the intershell barrier. The experimental values lie
the range of the values obtained from the simulation. T
range in the simulation is found from different simulatio
runs with different degrees of nonideality of the inner rin
The value obtained for the intershell barrier strongly depe
on the exact structure of the fixed inner ring. It is therefo
reasonable to assume that the difference between the ex
mental value and the result for the ideal case3 is indeed due
to a nonideality of the experimental dust cluster.
shell
TABLE I. Comparison of experimental values and Monte Carlo simulation results for the inter
barrierU! and periodicityw!.

Configuration Simulation Experiment
U! w! U!

(10218 J) (1022E0) ~rad! (10218 J) (1022E0)

~1,6,12! 1.6560.02 6.060.09 2p/12 .0.88 .3.2
~1,7,11! 0.5260.32a 1.961.2a 2p/11
~1,7,12! 0.3360.32a 1.361.2a 2p/12 0.52 1.9

aThe large range is due to different runs with different degrees of nonideality in the inner ring.
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We are now able to explain the complex behavior of
N519 cluster with applied laser torque. The intershell ro
tion barrier for the~1,6,12! structure (U!50.06E0) is indeed
larger than the energy barrier for a structural transition,DE
50.044E0. Therefore, it is not favorable for this structure
exhibit an intershell rotation, but rather to perform a tran
tion into the~1,7,11! structure. There, the intershell rotatio
barrier U!50.002E0 is much lower than the configuratio
barrier, allowing for the observed intershell rotation.

When comparing this to the case of pure Coulomb int
action, the intershell barrierU!50.03E0 is lower than the
configuration barrier of 0.06E0 ~see Fig. 9!, which favors

FIG. 10. Simulated relative total energy variation as a funct
of w of ~a! a ~1,6,12! cluster and~b! a ~1,7,12! cluster with fixed
core.
o

s

er

ys
e
-

-

-

the intershell rotation over the structural transition, in co
trast to the experimental results.

The unavoidable effect of shielding in dusty plasm
therefore provides basic changes in the least unstable m
of these clusters.

VI. SUMMARY

We have presented experiments on finite Coulomb c
ters in dusty plasmas. We have demonstrated the direct
citation of intershell rotations in these systems by applyin
variable torque on the cluster by means of two laser bea
Special attention was paid to the pair ofN519 andN520
particles, where the intershell barrier has been determin
The experimental values have been found in good agreem
with additional Monte Carlo simulations of the rotation ba
rier, taking into account effects of nonideality. TheN519
cluster in the~1,6,12! configuration exhibits a structural tran
sition into the~1,7,11! structure, which is energetically fa
vored over intershell rotation in the shielded system, in c
trast to the case of pure Coulomb interaction.
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